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ABSTRACT
This study tests the factor-proportion hypothesis of trade with
the data of Hong Kong. A multi-factor model is chosen as the
analytical framework because it is more general than the standard
two-commodity, two-factor Heckscher-Ohlin model.
The years of 1973 and 1980 are chosen for the test because these
are the two years for which inter-industry data are available. The
past empirical works applied to Hong Kong were confined to a
two-factor framework. However, both theoretical consideration and
empirical evidence pointed to the importance of skill, in addition to
capital and labour, in determining trade. Thus a multi-factor
framework is needed to test the factor-proportions theory.
Since physical capital and skill are neither perfect substitute
nor perfect complements, a multi-factor framework is required in the
study of factor proportions. The findings of this study in Hong Kong
verify both the predictions of the factor-content version and
commodity version of the Hecskscher- Ohlin model, i.e. (i) Hong Kong
imports physical capital and professionals and exports managers and
unskilled labours through commodity trade (factor-content version of
H-0 hypothesis), (ii) an abundant factor exerts a positive effect on
the standardized net exports of a product using the abundant factor
intensively, other things being equal (weak commodity version of 11-0
hypothesis), and (iii) this positive effect is larger the more
abundant is the factor (strong commodity version of H-0 hypothesis).
When physical capital and professionals are compared, professionals
are scarce relative to physical capital. This demostrates (i) the
importance of skills in the determination of trade flows in Hong Kong,
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1.1 The Trade Dependent Econom,
The central role of statistics in empirical research works has
long been recognized by distinguished scholars in the academic sector
It is not surprising that the present study, which deals with the
trade and economy of Hong Kong, abounds in statistical data which are
quite extensive and readily available owing to the high priority that
the government attaches to trade. Hong Kong is a small and open
economy. The trade volume is significant: it is 163% of GDP in 1983.
As manufactured goods take up most of the trade, this study tries to
explore the relationship between the factor proportions in commodity
trade and relative factor abundances by employing a multi-factor
framework applied to manufacturing sectors. Existing input-output
tables are used to obtain total factor requirements in the production
of commodity exports.
.It is commonly recognised that export is the engine of growth in
Hong Kong. During the past decade, domestic export of Hong Kong grew
at an average annual rate of 10.13% in real terms, whereas the average
annual growth rate of GDP was 8.58% and per capita GDP was 6.11% (note
1). The Financial Secretary remarked:
...I conclude by reminding you once again-of the
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constraints within which the economy of Hong Kong
must be managed. We have few natural resources.
Trade represents no less than 163% of GDP.
Consequently a major focus of all Government
policy must be the promotion of exports, on which
the livelihood of Hong Kong depends (note 2)
1.2 Objectives of the Present Study
What can be revealed in the trade data has been the central
concern of many empirical works. The objective of this study is to
test the factor proportions theory in Hong Kong in a multi-factor
framework, and tries to answer the questions that which factors are
relatively abundant in Hong Kong and what, if any, is the theoretic
relationship among relative factor abundances, factor intensities and
commodity trade. Furthermore, the extent to which the factor
proportions model can be conveniently used to account for Hong Kong's
trade in goods or (indirectly) in factors will also be discussed in
tha present study
The past empirical works applied to Hong Kong were confined to a
two-factor framework. (see section 2.4) However, both theoretical
consideration and empirical evidence pointed to the importance of
skills, in addition to capital and labour, in determining trade. Thus
a multi-factor framework is needed to test the factor proportions
theory. However, multi-factor models are seldom used due to the
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analytical difficulties and the problems in the definition of relative
factor intensities.
1.3 Factor Abundance and Factor Intensity
The definitions of factor abundance and factor intensity in a
multi-factor framework are somewhat different from the two-factor
case. The rankings of technologies based on relative factor
intensities are not unique. The following sections describe the
definitions of factor abundance and factor intensities and their
relationships in a multi-factor framework.
1.3.1 Definitions of Factor Abundance
There are several definitions for factor abundance. However, the
traditional definitions of factor abundance for the two- factor
framework are not suitable in this work, therefore a new definition,
as suggested by Vanek and Bertrand, is applied for the multi-factor
framework adopted in this work.
(a) The Traditional Definition
There are several definitions for factor abundances (note 2),
namely, the physical definition, price definition and Lancaster's
definition which is arrived tautologically from the Heckscher-Ohlin
Theorem.
4The physical definition accounts for the physical abundance in
one country relative to another. It has been used in the literature
by Samuelson, Leontief and others. The physical definition of factor
abundance is based on the relative physical abundance of the two
factors of production. However, Ohlin himself was concerned not with
physical but with economic abundance. The price definition takes the
relative factor price in autarky state to make comparisons between
countries in order to obtain the relative factor abundance. However,
both definitions are inadequate in a multi-factor model.
(b) The Value Definition
In this study of the multi-factor model, an area first
investigated by Vanek (1968) and Bertrand (1972), the definition of
relative factor abundance is in value terms, that is what we may call
value definition.
The value definition somewhat resembles the physical definition.
If factor prices are equalized, it is the same as physical definition.
However, if factor prices are not equalized, the value definition of
Bertrand (1972) still holds. Bertrand' s proposition states that with
factors ranked by relative factor abundance measured in value terms
there will be a cutoff point separating net exports of relatively
abundant factors from net imports of the relatively scarce factors
where X and x are the vectors of domestic and foreign factor
endowments and where W and w are the vectors of domestic and foreign
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factor prices respectively. As Bertrand noted that in the N-factor
case, it is possible to prove that the domestic economy will be a net
exporter of its relatively abundant factors and a net importer of its
relatively scarce factors, where relative abundance is defined by the
comparative ratios of domestic to foreign units of productive factors
measured in value terms
Throughout this study, the value definition is used as the
definition for factor abundance, that is, the definition based on both
.iatural abundance and the ex-post factor prices simultaneously.
1.3.2 Definitions of Factor Intensity
In a multi-factor framework, the relative value share of the
factors is considered to be the factor intensity. Under the
assumption that all production is completely vertically integrated,
there exists no intermediate inputs fmn is denoted as the relative
value share of factor m in producing good n. fmn may be called a
factor intensity since it gives the total value of the mth factor's
services used in producing a dollar's worth of the nth commodity
(note 3).
1.3.3 Relationship between Factor Abundance and Factor Intensity
The usual way of stating the H-0 Theorem involves relative factor
intensities of production and relative factor abundance. For example,
in a two-good, two-factor world a country will export the good whose
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production is the more intensive in the use of the relatively abundant
factor. With more than two factors, a good that intensively uses an
abundant factor may also intensively uses a scarce factor i. e., the
abundant factor and scarce factor are complementary in production.
Due to the problem of factor complementarity, it is not possible to
provide a unique ranking of technologies based on relative factor
intensities
This problem will be discussed in Section 3.1.
1.4 Factor Proportions Model
First formulated by Ricardo, the theory of comparative advantage
was a static, analytical model concerning the determination of trade.
The Ricardian model assumed one factor of production only and
explained comparative advantage by international difference in
production functions. Later on, the Heckscher-Ohlin model made
international differences in relative factor endowments the crucial
and sole factor determining comparative advantage.
1.4.1 The two factor case
The well-developed H-0 theorem assumes a two-country,
two-commodity and two-factor model, when the number of commodities
exceeds two, there are two versions of the H-0 Theorem (Baldwin,
1979). The first version is called the factor-content version whicl
states that a country will be a net exporter of its relatively
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abundant factors in the sense that the amounts of these factors
embodied in a representative bundle of its commodity exports will be
greater than the quantities embodied in a representative bundle of
import-competing commodities. The second version is called the
commodity version which states that a country exports those
commodities that intensively use the country's relatively abundant
factors and imports those goods using its scarce factors intensively.
What Leontief (1953, 1956) tested was the factor- content
version. Bertrand (1972) showed that with number of goods exceeding
number of factors, the factor-content version holds whether factor
prices are completely equalized or not. For more than two
commodities, the commodity version still holds when factor prices are
not equalized, but it will not hold even in the two factor case if
factor prices are equalized.
1.4.2 The Multi-factor case
The testing of the multi-factor trade model of the factor-
content version is quite simple (see section 3.1), the interesting
part is to test the commodity version. However, it is quite difficult
because there is no unique ranking of technologies based on factor
intensities alone.
Harkness (1978) presented a new empirical framework to test the
multi-commodity, multi-factor H-0 model in the commodity version. He
used the multiple regression technique to handle the problem of factor
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complementarity, and claim that proportionate net commodity exports
can be predicted from knowledge of factor intensities alone, and the
regression coefficients obtained by regressing standardized net
exports on factor intensities will duplicate in sign and rank order
the corresponding relative factor endowment as described by Vanek
(19-68).
This study attempts to use the model described by Harkness to
test the situations in Hong Kong for 1973 and 1980. These two years
were so chosen because of the availability of Input-Output (1-0)
tables for this period which are indispensible in order to find out
the total factor requirements for different industries. The
conceptual and empirical framework of the model will be described in
Chapter 3 in the context of its empirical implementation.
9
ENDNOTE- Chapter 1
I. Hong Kong Government, 1984" Economic Prospects"
2. Paragraph 28 in the Speech by The Hon. Sir John Bremridge
Financial Secretary to the Hong Kong Economic Association,
14 September 1984.
3. To the extent that there do exist intermediate inputs, fmn
.ia a total (i.e. direct plus indirect) factor share.
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CHAPTER 2
THE FACTOR PROPORTIONS MODEL
2. 1 The Heekscher-Oh1in Mode1
The Heckscher-Ohlin (H-0) model regards the international factor
endowments as the crucial factor determining international trade. The
well-established H-0 model is a two-good, two-country, two- factor
model which assumes:
(1) Internationally identical, constant return to scale production
functions, with diminishing marginal product to each factor
of production.
(2) No factor intensity reversals.
(3) Perfect competition in all industries.
(4) Fixed factor supplies.
(5) Identical, homothetic tastes in both countries.
(6) No transport costs and trade is balanced.
Under these assumptions, the H-0 theory, stated in short, is a
proposition that each country exports the commodity which use more
intensively its abundant factor.
2.2 Empirical Tests of the Model
Many economists have applied the H-0 model to their countries and
have not succeeded in obtaining consistent results. Starting with the
famous Leontief Paradox up to the recent attempt by Learner (1980),
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tests of the H-0 model developed beyond the two- country,
two-commodity, two-factor framework into a multi-country,
multi-commodity and multi-factor framework.
A brief review for the works in the past decades is presented in
the-following sections.
2.2.1 Leontief-type Tests
A well-known attempt to test the H-0 hypothesis was done by
Leontief (1953). Using the 1947 internal structural characteristics
of the American economy, he reached the conclusion that the United
States exported labor intensive and imported capital intensive
commodities. This was the well-known Leontief' s Paradox because the
United States was regarded as the most capital abundant country at
that time.
Besides Leontief, many other economists have done empirical
studies on the H-0 model for various countries. The findings were not
consistent, some confirmed the H-0 model and some reached the paradox
that Leontief found.
Similar works of Leontief were done for various countries by
various economists: Tatemoto and Ichimura (1959) for Japan, Wahl
(1961) for Canada, Bharadwaj (1962) for India, Hong (1975) for Korea.
The findings were not definitive in proving or disproving the paradox.
Baldwin (1971) used the U.S. input-output coefficients of 1958 and
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trade data of 1962 to test the H-0 hypothesis, and arrived at the
conclusions of Leontief: US import-competing sector was 27% more
capital-intensive relative to US export sector. Hong (1975) found
that the capital intensity of Korean competitive imports is only
slightly higher than that of exports, thus barely confirming the H-0
hypothesis. However, the H-0 theory is so widely accepted that most
economists would be unwilling to abandon it for the following reasons..
First, it is a rigorous model and it is intuitively appealing.
Second, it is a basic model on which many trade theories have been
built. Therefore, economists modify the model instead of giving it
up.
2.2.2 Why a multi-factor framework is needed
When economists tried to find solutions to eliminate the Leontief
Paradox, many of them reached the conclusion that a multi-factor (or,
at least three factors) framework is required. The significance of
human capital seemed to be ignored for many years until the late 50's.
The two primary factors, namely capital and labour, are not the
only choice in the main stream of both theoretical and empirical
works. To identify capital as physical capital equipment and
labour as human bodies regardless of skill could result in a gross
misspecification of the empirical counterparts of the arguments in
production functions. Skill has become a commonly accepted factor
of production and the rationale for specifically accounting for skill
factors is the outcome of the development in research of the concept
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of human capital (note 1). Broad classes of human skills, unlike
natural resources and other man-made material resources like capital,
can only be altered slowly in any country and therefore can be a very
powerful explanation of the structure of a country's trade. It is
commonly recognised that the mobility of physical capital is higher
than. that of human capital which in turn is incorporated in humans.
These arguments are supported by the empirical works of Kravis (1956),
Keesing (1966), and Baldwin (1971), and others.
In the spirit of a two-factor framework, human capital and
physical capital should be aggregated into a single factor, capital
is weak. Kenen (1970) performed the aggregation with the
discounted-wage measure, which involves the unacceptable assumptior
that physical and human capital are perfect substitutes. Keesing
(1965,66,68) used a ratio of skilled to unskilled labor and ignored
physical capital altogether. Keesing's procedure is only justifiale
if physical capital and skills are perfect complements, and their
abundance are the same relative to unskilled labour. There are no
good reasons to assume that physical and human capital are either
perfect substitutes or perfect complements. On the other hand, the
introduction of a third factor, skill, involves many problems. The
definition of factor-intensity becomes problematic: Factor
complementarities is an important issue that has inhibited the
development of empirical works on multi-factor H-0 models. Further
discussion of this will be found in Chapter 3.
but the theoretical and empirical justification for such aggregatic
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2.3 Other Hypotheses of Trade
There are many other hypotheses in the explanation of comparative
advantage. However, in the case of Hong Kong, these theories appear
to be inappropriate because of the small size of the domestic market
in Hong Kong. Moreover, when skills and R and D are explicitly taken
into account in a multi-factor model, the factor proportions theory
can incorporate the results of the 'product cycle' hypothesis.
The Heckscher-Ohlin Theory is a static one. Some economists
argue that the composition of trade depends on dynamic factors such as
technical change. In particular, there have been arguments that the
ability of United States to compete in world markets is her ability to
supply a steady flow of new products. The technological gap theory
makes use of the sequence of innovation and imitation, especially for
exports. As a new product is developed in a country and becomes
profitable in the domestic market, the innovating firm may enjoy a
temporary monopoly, and can enter foreign markets easily. The case of
catering for the domestic market before expanding into foreign markets
is an idea which was first stressed by Linder (1961). He specifically
claimed that exports start out as goods produced for the domestic
market, and that a necessary condition for manufactures to become
eventually exports is the existence of sufficient domestic demand for
them (note 2). Initially, the country's exports grow. However, the
new product may be imitated by other countries. As the innovating
country loses, through imitation, its absolute advantage in one
commodity, a new cycle of innovation-imitation may begin. Thus, the
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innovating (or high technology) country may continue to develop new
products and may continue to have a temporary absolute advantage in
products which are eventually more efficiently produced by other
countries.
The technological gap theory fails to explain why the gap is what
it is, and why it is not larger or smaller. Vernon (1966) generalized
the theory into the product cycle which stresses the standardization
of products. In particular, the theory suggests three product stages:
new product, maturing product and standardized product. In addition,
the input requirements change over the life-cycle of a new product.
As the product matures and becomes standardized, comparative advantage
may shift from a country relatively abundant in skilled labour to a
country which is abundant in unskilled labour.
Trade restrictions also affect trade patterns. The US and EEC
have imposed quotas on labor intensive exports from Hong Kong,
especially on textiles which is a major export item in the Hong Kong
economy. However, the effects on these distortions on factor
intensities cannot be quantified easily, so we can only bear this in
mind when we interpret our results.
2.4 Factor Proportions Model as Applied to Hong Kong
As for Hong Kong, a Leontief-type test of Hong Kong's trade
pattern has been undertaken using the 1951 United States Input-Output
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data by Riedel (1974) (note 3). He found that in 1970, the ratio of
Hong Kong exports' capital-labour ratio to that of imports was 0.45
for direct factor requirements and 0.78 for total factor requirements,
thus confirming the factor-content version of the H-0 model.
Another similar test was done by Lin, Mok Ho (1980), the ratio
of the labour-capital ratio of exports to that of imports for total
factor requirements, utilizing Singapore's 1970 Input-Output data,
suggested that Hong Kong's trade structure conforms to that expected
of a labour-abundant and capital-scarce economy. The labor-capital
ratio was 1.21 in 1964, 1.26 in 1970, 1.66 in 1973 and 1.64 in 1974.
That is, the so-called Leontief Paradox does not apply to Hong
Kong's commodity composition of trade.
Sung (1979) examined the trade of Hong Kong with all countries
and developing countries in both 1962 and 1973, and found that there
is not one case where the capital/skill intensities of Hong Kong
exports are higher than those of competitive import replacements and
non- competitive imports. Though skill was taken into account in
that work, still it is not a multi-factor model since it was assumed
that skill and capital are complementary to each other. Therefore, a
multi-factor framework for testing the factor proportions theory in
Hong Kong fills an obvious gap in the existing literature.
2.5 Factor Endowment of Hong Kong
The factor endowment of Hong Kong relative to the rest of the
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world will be examined here. Due to lack of capital stock figures,
the endowment of physical capital cannot be observed directly. Per
capita GDP, which is a crude proxy used by some economists
(Hufbauer,1970 Baldwin, 1979) for the capital-labor endowment, is used
instead. Per capita GDP is also an indicator of skill endowment.
The per capita Gulf of Hong Kong tails between that or ttie
developed and developing economies. This study examines the economy
in 1973 and 1980. The per capita GDP of different economies in
seventies are presented in Table 2.1. Developed market economies
include all economies in North America and Europe, Australia, New
Zealand, Israel, Japan and South Africa. All economies in Latin
America and most market economies in Asia and Africa are classified as
developing economies. It is believed that the per capita GDP of the
planned economies is less than that of the market economies. Hong
Kong's per capita GDP is at a par with, or slightly greater than the
world average since the late seventies. Therefore, Hong Kong's
physical capital and skill endowment appears to be less than those of
developed market economies, slightly greater than the world average,
and much greater than those of developing market economies and planned
economies.
However, market forces are not allowed to operate in the
determination of the trade flows between Hong Kong and the planned
economies. As for trade between Hong Kong and developing market
economies, a lot of trade barriers exist. Relatively free trade
exists between Hong Kong and the developed market economies, which are
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more capital and skill abundant. In comparison that part of the world
where relatively free trade with Hong Kong is allowed, Hong Kong is
less capital and skill abundant. Therefore, the exports of Hong Kong
are expected to be labour-intensive relative to its imports.
Table 2. 1













Note: All figures (in US dollars) come from UN publications.
The figures of Hong Kong in 1977 and 1978 come from revised
data in 1984 Economic Prospects.
In accordance with the spirit of a multi-factor model, the labor
factor is split into different occupational groups representing
different skills. in this study. Table 2.2 presents the percentage
occupational distributions of Hong Kong, United States (a developed
country), Japan (a neighbouring developed country), and South Korea (a
neighbouring developing country) in 1982. It can be seen that the
professionals (group 0/1) in Hong Kong are small in number relative to
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the above countries, whereas the unskilled workers, as represented by
groups 7-9, is greater, though this may be due to the small share of
agricultual workers in Hong Kong (group 6). The other interesting
point is that administrative and managerial workers (group 2), when
compared with group 0/1, are proportionally more numerous in Hong
Kong-. •The number of workers in group 2 per worker in group 0/1 is
0.68 in United States, 0.46 in Japan and 0.26 in South Korea and 0.46
in Hong Kong. The ratio is the same as that of Japan, less than that
of United States, but far greater than that of South Korea. From
this, we may conclude that managers are relatively abundant in Hong
Kong. This may be a result of the smallness of firm size in Hong
Kong, giving rise to a larger number of firms and managers.
Table 2.2
Percentage Occupational Distributions in ISIC (1982)
0/1 42 3 5 6 7-9
1.5 47.914.7 10.0 15.06.1 3.8Hongkong
2.6 30.715.6 10.6 17.6 6.2 13.7United States
Japan 8.2 3.8 16.8 14.5 8.3 9.4 36.4
4.2 1.1 9.2 14.7 9.6 30.4 26.4South Korea
Note: ISIC full details see




1. The inclusion of human skill as a major determinant of the commodity
structure of trade was recognized by Leontief and later became a
prime focus in empirical implementation of the H-0 model.
2. Exceptions do exist, as illustrated by the exports of Christmas
trees by Japan, a non-Christian Country.




In the following sections, the methodology of this work is
presented and the empirical implementation of the model is presented
3.1 The Model
As discussed in Chapter 1, the model presented by Harkness links
up the factor-content version and also the commodity version of
trade. According to Harkness, we may predict proportionate net
commodity exports from knowledge of factor intensities alone given
some assumptions.
3.1.1 The Factor-Content Version
Consider a two-country model of which there are N goods and M
primary factors, where N M. We may obtain the total value of mth
factor services embodied in net exports, T., for country is
(3.1)
where fmr is the relative value share of factor m in producing good n
(both direct and indirect), and xn is defined as:
(3.2)
is the value of net exports of the nth commodity where are,
respectively, values of gross exports and imports of the nth
commodity.
The proportionate net export of factor m's service is:
(3.3)
where is defined as the value of the total supply of the rath
factor's services. And is computed by the following equation:
(3.4)
where y is the value of final output of commodity n, which would be
the total output of the industry were it completely vertically
integrated.
In eq(9) of Harkness (1978), it was shown that is a monotonic
transformation of described in Section 1.2.1(b)), the
relative factor endowment described by Vanek (1968), and the sign and
rank order of any will duplicate those of r under the following
four assumptions:
Assumption 1: Existence of a general competitive equilibrium of
t-hp snrf rlpQrrihpd hv P311I Sp miip 1 snn.
Assumption 2: Constant returns to scale in the production of all
commodities in both nations.
Assumption 3: Identical and homothetic preferences in the two
nations.
Assumption 4: Identical relative value shares to any given factor
in the production of any given commodity in both
nations.
This is the factor-content version of the H-0 hypothesis.
3.1.2 The Commodity Version
Under the above assumptions, Harkness further proposed to
estimate the linear relationship between a country's proportionate net
commodity exports, y and all factor intensitites:
(3.5) (n=l,...N)
where e is an unspecified error.
Harkness asserted that the sign and rank order of any OLS-
estimated regression coefficient will duplicate those of the
corresponding relative factor endowment r~,
1• 6• wheneve
In other words, the effect of factor intensities on proportionate
net exports is greater the more abundant the factor is, and the effect
is positive (negative) for relatively abundant (scarce) factors.
The intuitive justification is as follows:
Assuming that the commodity trade is balanced,
(3.6)
Thus, Eq(3.1) for country 1 implies that is
the simDle covariance across commodities between x1 and fL. Sinc
is nonnegative, the sign of this covariance is identical to that for
and therefore to that for r°. Hence, there is a positive correlation
between net commodity exports and the intensity of use of abundant
factors. This is the weak version of the H-0 Theorem as Harkness
noted.
Harkness further showed that the partial covariance between
standardized net exports, x y, and the factor intensity of a
particular factor will be larger the larger is the relative factor
endowment, r, of that factor, i.e. the sign and rank order of any
regression coefficient in eq(3.5) should duplicate those of the
corresponding net export of factor services T in eq(3.3).
However, when there exists factor complementarities (note 1), a
good that intensively uses an abundant factor may also intensively use
a scarce factor. If we look at the impact of the abundant factor on
standardized net exports, there will be two opposing effects: a
positive, direct effect from the abundant factor and a negative,
indirect effect from the scarce factor. We cannot obtain the
estimates of structural parameters of eq(3.5) which should include
both the direct and indirect effect since the latter depends on the
degree of factor complementarity. Therefore, eq(3.5) is only a
descriptive, not a structural, relation.
Some economists (Learner and Bowen, 1981; Anderson, 1981) attested
that the multiple regression analysis of eq(3.5) cannot eliminate the
factor complementarities effect since the observations in the
regression equation estimated already incorporated the effect. In
practice, we cannot conduct a control experiment (note 2) nor are
factor intensities mutually uncorrelated across goods. Nonetheless,
Harkness proposed the multiple regression analysis would attempt to
remove the effects of collinearity among factor intensities. What the
computed coefficients in eq(3.5) is the estimated direct effects of
respective factor intensities on proportionate net commodity trade.
For example, the estimated coefficient for factor m is
which is the direct effect rather than the total effects on
standardized net exports since the other factor intensities were kept
constant. In this sense, we may claim to control for factor
complementarities•
Of course, multiple regression analysis can succeed in removing
the effects of collinearity only when the degree of factor
complementarities is sufficiently mild. In this case, what we obtain
in eq(3.5) is a proxy estimate for the direct effect, though we cannot
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estimate the structural parameter.
This study, as well as Harkness, does not try to estimate the
total effect of factor intensities on proportionate net commodity
exports. Total effect is difficult to estimate, and the sign of the
total' effect is determined by both factor abundance and the degree of
factor complementarity. The regression results of eq(3.5) should be
compared with the results obtained in the factor-content version. If
of eq(3.5) is highly correlated with To in eq(3.3), we can accept the
assumption that the degree of factor complementarity is sufficiently
mild.
3.2 Empirical Implementation of the Model
To test the model described in the previous section, data from
the economy of Hong Kong in 1973 and 1980 were used since I-0 tables
of the Hong Kong economy can only be obtained in these two years (note
3). Since over 98% of the domestic exports of Hong Kong are
manufactured goods, the test is restricted to the manufacturing
sectors only. The methodology used in the compilation of the two I-0
tables were similar (note 4). In the following discussions, the 1980
case will be studied in greater detail, since the case for 1973 is
similar.
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3.9. 1 Classification of Factors
The factor" Physical Capital" can only be estimated by the return
to Depreciation and Profit (note 5) since the data for physical
capital in Hong Kong is lacking. The factor labour is further split
into-different occupational groups according to the population census.
Since there are no population census in 1973 and 1980, the result of
1976 Population By-Census is used to represent the different
occupational ratios of 1973 (note 6) and the Census result in 1981 is
used to compute the occupational ratios for 1980.
The occupational group classification are divided into eight
groups and group 0 (note 7) is deleted because of the nature of this
group of workers. Also, it is commonly accepted that the distinction
between clerical and sales workers is ambiguous and many economists
group them together to form a single group of workers (note 8). The
six groups of occupations are listed in Table 3.1.
The occupational classification presented in Table 3.1 only use
data at the 1-digit level. A more detailed grouping was also tried
and the occupational groups are classified into 8 categories. These
groups come from the re-grouping of the 2-digit level occupational
classification in the population census (note 9). The re-grouped 8
categories are listed in Table 3.2.
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Tih1e 3.1
Occupational Classification (1-digit level)
TitleVariable
of CategoryName
Professional, Technical and Relatedoccl
Workers
Administrative and Managerial WorkersOCC2
Clerical, Sales and Related Workers00034
Service WorkersOCC5
Agriculture, Animal Husbandry andOCC6
Forestry Workers and Fisherman
Production and Related Workers, Transport000789
Equipment Operators and Labourers
OCC6+ OCC789OCC6789
OCC5+ OCC6+ OCC789OCC56789
OCC34+ OCC5+ OCC6+ OCC789OCC3to9
Source: Census and Statistics Dept.," Coding Manual (long
form) Hong Kong 1981 Land Census."
Table 3.2
Occupational Classification (2-digit level)
Va r iab le
Name

















Profess iona Is other than ENG TCH
Administrators and Managers
Executive 0f f ic ia 1 s, Trade Manager s,






Clericals, Sales and Related Workers
Artists, Supervisors and Foreman,
Protective Service Workers, Equipment

















Note: Occupational group 14- Religious Workers are excluded
because of their effects on economic production is assumed
to be negligible.
Source: see source of Table 3.1.
The  i n d u s t r y  r l a s s i f i r a t i o n  i n  t h e  p o p u l a t i o n  c e n s u s  i s  d i f r e r e n t  
f rom b o t h  ISIC and s e r t o r a l  r l a s s i f i r a t i o n  of  t h e  1-0 t a b l e ,  
t h e r e f o r e ,  t he  i n d u s t i r i e s  a r e  r « j -grouped  a r r o r d i n g  to  r 〇r r e s p o n d  lng 
1 - 0  t a b l e  s e r r . o r a l  r  la s s  i f i r a  i o n s  . The? i n d u s t r y  r la s s  i r i r a  t i o n  in 
t： he p o p u l a t i o n  c e n s u s  i s  1 i s t  e ii i n  Ap p e n d’:、： 2 , a nd Appe nd i x  3 s hows 
t h e  c l a  s s  i f i r a  t: i o n  of  t-.ne 1-0  s o r t o r s  b〇r.h in ISIC and i n d u s t r y  
r  l a  s s  i f i r a  r i on  of  t: he popuLi  Cion c e n s u s .
3 . 2 . 2  The r a r r . o r  S p i r e s
Thu v••山 i»'，； o H a r t o r  s h i r e s  r、 ” ， were  o b t a i n e d  : >〇□  t h e   ^
r  o n f. 〇 n r. pe r do L la r ontput  f o r  vagus  , di*prer  ia r i 〇n a ;ui p r o f i t .  Fur  
ve r r i r a  I ly i nt . egra  t ed  i n d u s t r i e s ， t he t o n a l  f a r  t o  r s b. i r <_* s s h o u l d  
sumrnod to  he ono . Howeve r , r 'n〇 import:  ronr .〇nr. of  r. he :?.i nu ：' . ir r M r i n>; 
sim' r.〇 r s  a r e  h i g h  .im! r. iu* to f：a 1 va I no <' o n r： 〇 n r. 〇 f f; lu- s e i' r 〇 r s . i r - *
l i ' s s  r. l un  one .  I n d e e d ,  t. i>e a v e r a g e  v a l u e  .uld<-d r 〇nr.i*nr. oi r b.u o9 
nvi nu f a r  r ur  i n>; set '  t o r s  undi ， r ‘， ons  r i on o 1 1  ^^  J i s  0 . •* (J() , l 7 . I hu，；，
we (M 1 ru  l.\ r.i* t , i r t：〇r ri-cju i re no nr s p« - r uni . ,  va 1 m--  ‘id(i.‘d i ns oi p.-r
u n i t  ： i na i di*：rtaind to  fp . sure  r.hi- r ：u* c〇s\ «'〇nr.*：i r s  sun r o u : i i r y .
Wi t h  r. Ik* ot'c'ujvi r. ior^i 1 y, r o u p i n v： s ;、 ，_• r i : i i n  S.-r *. i on J . 2 . 1 , r },,； 
r e s t  r o n t e n r *i- ro ： a r t  her  s p l i t  i n t o  ci i : : e r<-n r or ru;  .t * i 1 '.<)
o b t a  l n C ho r o 1 a t : e va 1 ui* s h i r e s  s pc : : : «-ti : S. - r  ^: 〇 r.  ^ . ! : . ，.•
no C I'.odo logy i s  to s p l i t  r ；k* r j r . i l  v u ；i* c ： " :.«* “ - r ' j r  .u'ror :. r.,; • ) r
w.» j'e oa r r.ed by r e s ；H«' t  i v〇 or t ' opsi r. i ni-ui 1 .* r u: ;, *. J. r ，”、 .： ： *:s ■ * r • ■
mi 11 1 p l i e d  by t  ix.* ' I .conr i 〇 : i n v e r s e '  r . ." r ： .•: r » i i 二 " c * . ： v.t I ：<•
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share of respective factors (note 10).
3.2.3 Standardized Net Exports
The dependent variable of eq(3.5) is standardized net exports
which is equal to net exports divided by the total outputs of the
corresponding sectors.
Net export is defined as domestic exports less imports. Total
output is defined as total supply of the sector less the intermedial
demands of the industries including itself.
ENDNOTE- CHAPTER 3
1. With more than two factors, commodities cannot be uniquely ranked
according to their relative factor intensities due to factor
corapleraentaries. If goods which intensively use an abundant
factor also intensively use a scarce factor, there will be two
opposing effects on the level of proportionate net commodity
exports.
2. We may perform a conceptual experiment in which, across commodities,
all factor intensities save the nth are held contant. This would
perfectly control for factor complementarities by making the mth
and all other factor intensities mutually uncorrected across goods
in the experimental data.
3. The Input-Output table developed by Hsia, Ho Lim (1973) for the
vear 1962 contains only 32 sectors within which there are onlv 23
manufacturing sectors. It is too aggregated for the test here.
4. Both i-o tables were developed by Dr. Y. W. Sung,, CUHK
5. Profit in the 1-0 tables of 1973 and 1980 includes both the
return to physical capital and economic profit. Since we as.sum
constant return to scale production functions, there are no
economic profits at equilibrium.
6. The 1Z sample of the Hong Kong Bv-Census 197o is used.
7. Group 0 includes workers not classifiable by occupation and armec
forces.
8. See Keesing (1966) p. 239 Category VII- Clerical and Sales Workers.
9. The occupational classi f ication for t he population census is list,
in Appendix 1.
10. It is conventional to use A as the notation for thr trmsaction
table, and t he Leontie: inverse is:( -A)
CHA?rER 4
THE EMPIRICAL RESULTS
There are four cases attempted in this empirical work:
1. 1980 data with skill variables formed from 2-digit occupational
groups.
2. 1980 data with skill variables formed from 1-digit occupational
groups.
3. 1973 data with skill variables formed from 1-digit occupational
groups.
The direct factor requirement of CASE 1 is also computed in order
to observe the difference between direct and total factor requirement.1:
and is called CASE la. The tables and in the appendices follow are
labelled .1, .la, .2 and .3 as suffix respectively for CASE 1, CASE
la, CASE 2 and CASE 3.
4.1 The Factor-Content Vers lor
The Relative factor abundances as calculated by eq(33) is
presented in Table 4.1. The variables in these tables are T, and
Tm, defIned as fo 11 ows:
This the total value of the nth factor's service
embodied in net exports.
Gw is the value of the total supply of the mth factor's
services.
T°= T G
is thus the proportionate net export or ractor m's services.
T and GM are measured in thousand Hong Kong Dollars,
Table 4.1.1
Net Indirect Trade in Factors in Hong Kong































































Note: Variables are delined as shown in Table 3.!
Table 4.1.1a
Net: Indirect Trade in Factors in Hong Kong






























































Note: Variables are defined as shown in Table 3.2
Table 4.1.2
Net Indirect Trade in Factors in Hong Kong




















































Note: Variables are delined as shown in Table 3.
Table 4.1.3
Net Indirect Trade in Factors in Hong Kong















































. 2 b 2 3
.2181
. 1 b 0 1
Note: Variables are defined as shown in Table 3.1
In Table 4.1.1, the net trade in factor services (direct plus
indirect) shows that Hong Kong imports physical capital,
professionals, teachers and analysts, while manage rs, ski 1 led manu.i 1
workers, and unskilled labours are exported; executives, clerks and
sales workers are also exported, but their -Vs are inly marginally
positive. The direct relative factor abundance (Table 4.1.la) shows
similar results except that the tactor teachers and analysts is
exported instead of imported. However, executives and clerks and
sales workers shifted from marginal exports to marginal imports.
Table A.1.2 shows that managers, service workers and unskilled
labours are exported. Using depreciation and profit as proxy lor
physical capital shows that this factor is imported. However, the
results obtained in Table A.1.3 is somewhat different, the factor
0CC6, agricultural workers, shows a negative sign, and this is
because we imported many agricultural products, and tlie domestic
production of agricultural products is inadequate (note 1). All other
factors are exported. This may be a bias due to the export boom in
1973 (note 2).
According to the V-B Theorem, the signs and ranks oi '1 will
duplicate those of the relative factor endowments. The summary ot tin-
results of the relative abundance oi the factors computed according to
the factor-content version is presented in Table A.2.
Table 4.2
Net Indirect Trade in Factors in Hong Kong






































Note: The definitions of variables ere described in Tables 3.1
and 3.2.
In all cases, unskilled labours and managers sr. w;, itive sip:
and rank in top positions whereas physical capital and; roiessi nai
rank in bottOS positions. The lactors regarded as indet
abundant are clerical, sales workers nd executives dmtr
i n c o n s i s t e n c y  in sign. M o r e o v e r ,  the ranks of their 1^, are in b e t w e e n  
those of the a b u n d a n t  factors and s c a r c e  factors.
As can be s e l* n from T able “.2, t 'he V -B T h e o r e m is coni i r r.:o u . Ihe 
relatively a b u n d a n t  and r e l a t i v e l y  scaree 1 actors int e r r e d  irom 
indirect trade in r actors (T® ) c o r r e s p o n d  to t he n a t: u r a i i' a c L o r 
e n d o wments ( )  ot H o n g  K o n ^  ( S e c t i o n  2. b ).
Ta b l e  4.1.1 s h o u l d  ve the b e s l results b ecause il uses total 
t actor i ntens i t ies and skill va r lab los lorded l rom 1 - ci i i !： 
occupational, groups. F r on t he table, we c an s e i* l ha t. I actors r .i n kf 
in desctMul inj; o r d e r  ol sc.irci ly are: ( i ) prot ess iona Is (PK1), (ii) 
physical capiL.il (CPL), (iii) teach e r s  ,ind ana l y s i s  (TCH), (iv) 
e xecutives (hXT), (v) clerical and salos work e r s  (CLS), (vi) SKilli-d 
nuiiui.il w o r k e r s  (S K L ), and (vii) u n s k i l l e d  w o r k e r s  (L' S K ).
Wrol oss Iona Is (PF 1 ) i nc 1 udrs sc ienL i sL s aiui t*ny；i iu*t-rs (r.NC.) , .i:ui lu* r
prot ess i ona 1 s (P R F ) , and l ho l ornier group is l he mos l sc.ircv . W.- can
s t* c* l ha l physical cap i L a 1 is r.o ro s caret* l ha:i so:::c s k ills, hu l i l is
not as s c m  r Ci* as tin.* most skilled wo r kc r s . ’i’:u* a b u，.'‘ list. (): L h r
compa r.i t i vo s cArcit y o i c.i L ».•>;〇 r i c s o : s k i l l：, i s cu:is i s t <-n t
with inl u i L i o p..
. 1 The Connoii i t v Vt- r s iov.
Tab les • j . i , -.j.i.i, ...3.」， -.3.3 ; : r s. ■ p.: s 1 :1.S •… 二 s:..-s u :
. 5 ) I or CASKS 1， 1 a , 2 a r.d 3 rc s ; i-c l : v< 1 v . '： r.•  r--si：' L a I .
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manufacturing sectors (except home goods) are presented in Appendix 4
whereas the results presented here are regressions run on exportable
sectors only.
When all manufacturing industries entered into the regression,
the results are not significant and the coefficient of determination
is low (see Appendix 4). It is because the total factor intensities
were obtained by the 1-0 table of Hong Kong. Indeed, the factor
content of each factor involved for non-conpetitive imports and
competitive imports should be computed by the 1-0 table of the rest of
the world. Obviously, this 1-0 table cannot be obtained, so the 1980
1-0 table of Hong Kong is used instead. This limitation is
significant: if we run the multiple regression with the exportables
only, the coefficient of determination improved a great deal, so do
the significance of the parameters. This phenomenon is found in all
cases. When the roeffic lents of determination listed in tables 4.3
are compared with those in Appendix 4, we can see that the factor
sha res explains at least 70. of the variations of the standardized net
exports while only 10T or less of the variations is explained if all
the manufacturing industries are put into the regression.
As stated in Section 3.1.1 eq(3.6), the sun of net exports should
be zero. However, we have not done the adjustment here The reason
is tint imports and exports of services are left out due to i na :ai-••
data. To adjust only commodity imports and exports may be mi !eud.ng
(note 3).
Table 4.3.1
OLS estimates tor CASE 1
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Note: The values in parentheses under the parameter estimates
are t-statistics.
indicates 10% level of significance
indicates 5% level of significance
indicates 1% level of significance
The values in parentheses under the rank correlation
coefficients are the levels of significance of the
correlation.
Table 4.3.13
OLS estimates for CASE la
EQ5 EQ6
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Table 4.3.2
OLS estimates tor CASK 1
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Note: see note o: Table «.3.1
Table 4.3.3
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Note: see note oi Iable «.3.
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In Table  4 .3 .1 ,  the parameters estiinated are only proxies  of  the 
direct： e f f e c t s .  T he re f o r*i , when we i nr.e r p re r. t o s t ina ted 
pa rarae f .ers, we should bear i n mi nti f. hi t: r he signs a nd r.i .ik orders o： 
t he pa rame ne r es n i 1 r.es a re no re ne i n i ng r u 1 t Ivi n t b.e absolute 
magnUude U s e l f .  We can see nlvif： rhe v i r i . ib i e  CPL, firvi" is Uic proxv 
of physical cap i ta l  obtaincMi by simply addi:i>; DPK and IJ：-^  , itli i:ifa : p,s a 
negaf.Lve sign for  . i l l  r.! *^ equations c* s t i :r-i . '•；〇 r eo ve r , i r. is
s igni f icanr. «i t loasn a r. lO-C s i^ni f icar.r.e l-*vc*I. T tie iniskil lod l.ibour 
USK showed a pos i n i ve sign no r.i r：r.er who Mu-r i r is, or n o t , lunpo.i 
wi th f. he 〇rher r.wo fac tors :  C lor ic . i l  Saios,  Ski l l ed Lahotirs
r.o becono r. lie v；i r ia b l._* CLK . The r.mr； t：or r〇 l.\  ^i «>p.s 〇: r Ik* ；Mri;n--r<*r
esr. r.t-s .md n-*r. r r.ule in fa c tors ! 〇r Y.^l , YJ}} and K(]-. are v.-ry !ii ,;h, 
rh.-y .ire 0.89, U.9U and 0.80 res per r i v»* 1 y . Hr nr <■， w  :r.i y (、 i n r h i r
r. iu* r.ink orders of r b.c n*.*r <*x;i〇rt.s o： t .irrors du ；) 1 i c.i  ^t* ob^.iip.i*(!
from mu 1 r l p K* r«*>; rt.*ss ion .m.i l ys i s  c l os e l y .  T h〇u,; ：i f he v i r i.» b 1 *• . (.H. : s
of the wron>; siv；n in KQl, if is no" sin< -* i^s is
low.
Howt* v«* r , whon r !u» variabl .- ;hvs i . ' i l  .Mpi-. i l  is i:V(v
v. iri . ihl，‘ s: d..;、r i .o ia， ion (DPR) ‘i:u! o: wi j , : : ‘
a r〇 not shown i n r hi s ;.a ；'<• r , r ! . t - ，.. i r i.i b : 二-i 卜v  a i :'•> t s ’ r j:v,;
(sik；n i : ir.inr l e v e l )  s ： /n r he vtr .b. t l ' -  ：< :.i . t
pos i t i ve  sign. jio-cv.* r , prer ia * : i 、 i • • 」 i ； r〇x y : jt ; i./ “  . .s :
r a  p i t.i 1 be.Miss*.* : i : j r .!«• r  r-*r ； .1 r . r. : r i ， • ：r .
in ch，. 1^73 ： -J i . tblcs ,tr.- ： •«-.. .i； ; ： / ： ；. , •,
uni i o r ^  doprer ia * : on r i 、 . T r-.s , -v .. t r • : v : ，• ？ :- t :
proxy l o r  p''.ys i r .»I '.i p i \ \ .
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The var iab le  -  managers (MGR) shows a negat ive sign and the 
execut ives  (EXT) shows a pos i t i v e  sign which are opposi te in sign to 
that obtiained in Table A. 1.1 above. 丨 iowewr , t he pa rameU rs <i re no t 
s i gni f i cant :  and thus caused l i t t l e  r«ir^ Co equations es t i ：TLi t e d .
I t  should be nor.ed rh\K no inf.ercepf： term is .issuniod, tlvif. is oq (3 . 5 )  
w i l l  have a zero int ercept  for  a 1L eqiLi r ions es c invi ted by t ho 
assumption of constant ref.urns f.o scale whereby lac tor  sivires ( i . e .  
the explarui r.ory v a r i ab l e s )  sun to unity for c v r y i： 〇 t?.mo d i r. y . io 
ex:irainG the problem of t<icr〇r conpLenonr.a r i ty , the respecr ive  
corre la ion rr.if.rix bo^we'jn the f.icr.or slures show rliu 4'.on e r-ion
coe f i Lc ionr. s are no f. h i ^  h, most or them .1 r e 1 0 s s r. 'r. i n 0.3.
In Table A . 3. la, when direcr. f ac tor  slvires ir.s^c.ui o： t〇r.aI 
f ac tor  slurcs arc used, we can sec r r.e v i r i ab lws  are n〇r- as
s i gn i 1 i ca n r. as r. !u r. obf.ainrcl in Tablo A . 3 . 1 , vhii'.'n used r.or.al : .u'r〇r 
s lures.  Also,  the r.mk i'〇r re la r i 〇ns obt.iin«-d is Ivwer rl .m rhir 
obtained LnT.ibLe A. 3.1 e spec i a l l y  :or  HQ3 and From the-sc
resul t s ,  ran see 11..1 f： r〇ral tacr.or slvircs rxpla i :u*d h.-r.r.*r r b..,-
s tamiard i zed proport 1 w t  exports
Since tin* total  i.irr.or s!. ir *s arc obr.air.ci :"ro：- r :.«- - t ab： .- 
pronui t ipl  iod by the d i w e r  f . icror sl . ircs,  b,- - j r 〇 . i rn：：M , '*
a s the inter industry  : 1 ovs .1 re t.ik«.*n i:、, o  .
Kor s k i l l  v. i r iablos ：o r -〇a : rozi c :c i：; ：* ：〇：!.： 1 /ro^ps i -
i^SO CFa Mo m. 3 . ： ) ,  *： ho resul ts  are s ： - ： ： ir r . )b.:a i ! 二 ： i b:
二.3.1.  Tho behiviour o： the C?l  is v-ry s v tv ： --, :*
sivws .1 no^arivo si^n ： or a l l  f he repress:  :n ： s
h  y
significant at 5% level as revealed by the t-statistics. On the other
hand, the variable for unskilled labours, no matter whether is grouped
together with agricultural workers, services workers or even clerical
and sales workers, shows strong positive signs for every regressions
estimated. The occupational group 1, the prof ess iona Is (0CC1) show
negative signs in every equation except EQ9 in which 0CC6, the
agricultural workers, shows a large negative coefficient and swamps
the effects of OCC1. When 0CC6 is lumped with unskilled workers, the
coefficient of 0CC1 is negative. The variable 0CC2, the
administrative and managerial workers show positive signs in every
regression estimated. The rank correlations of the parameter
estimates and net trade in factors obtained are high: 80. of the
rankings in the regression parameters correspond to the rinkings ot Tm
obtained in Section A.1.
The regression coefficients estimated with 1973 data shows tlut
the physical capital variable CPL maintains a positive sign in all the
regression equations. Though it does not conform with the 1980 cases,
it corresponds to the sign obtained according to the factor-content
version. The variable CPL is positive as shown in Table 4.1.3 0CC1
shows negative signs in the equations and the unskilled labours and
skilled manual workers (OCC789, OCC6789, OCC So 789 and OCC Jto9) show
positive sign in the respective equations.
The rank correlations .'.re high, although lower thin t hi t br i i ne i
in the previous cases. OCC2, the administrative and managerial
workers also behaved like the previous cases, show log positive sign,.
4.3 Summary of Results
The results obtained by the factor-content version (Section 4.1)
and commodity version (Section 4.1) are consistent, as shown by the
high rank, correlations. The rank, correlations are over 7U-. in most
cases excepting the first regression in cases 1, la and 3.
On the whole, the physical capital shows negative signs in both
versions except CASE 3 in which both versions show small positive
numbers. The professionals (KNO, PRE, UCC1) show negative signs, and
the administrative and managerial workers, 0CC1, show positive signs.
The unskilled labours, USK. and OCC7b9, combined with other factors or
not, maintains strong positive signs. The results of the four cases
are consistent.
ENDNOTE- Chapter 4
1. The ratio of domestic production ol agricultural products to
retained foodstuffs is less than 10. in recent years, and is
declining. The ratios are 10.o% for 198U, 9.31. lor 1981, 9.1
for 1982.
2. The exports ot 1973 measured in constant 1980 prices is 47171
million Hong Kong dollars. However, the exports of 1971, 192,
1974 and 1973 measured in the same unit is 387U-, 41642, -02 31
and 43443 respectively. In other words, if the exports ol 193
is taken as 100%, the exports of the two years before and alter




has been tried in 2 different ways:
(a) the value of total retained imports were adjusted to that
of total domestic exports.
(b) the value of total domestic exports were adjusted to thai
oi total retained imnorts.
The results were similar .is those obtained without adjustment.
The presentations follow would stick to results obtained without
adjustment lor value ol total net exports to be zero. Such




5.1 Findings of this Study
The results obtained in Clvipter A show that the malt i-fartnr
model, as applied to Hong Kong, reveals the very fart rhi s people
expert: (i) Hong Kong imports physiral capital md rfess: md
exports managers and unskilled labours through commodity trade
(far tor-c ontent version of H0 hypothesis), (ii) an ibiiui.mt firfer
exerts a postive effert on the standardized net exrs of aprdurr
using the abundant far tor intensively, other things bingequal (wva'r.
rommodity version of H-O hypothesis), and (iii) tais psitive ertert
is larger the more abundant, is the f irtor (strjngrm- dity versl )noi
H-0 hypothesis). When physiral rapital md prjiess
con pa red, prof ess iona1 s ar- sra rre relative r pivsrirap
A. 1. 1). Moreover, profess iona1s are srarreina 1ravhersa.
physiral rapital is only sra rre in three rases. Insrafes
tlie importanre of skills in the determin. Monrsde lumin Horg
Kong, and (ii) t he importance of a mu 1ifictartvt.
The rank ror re la t ions obtained are quit. higo. This indicates thfc
mild effert of factor romplementar ities in fheie on the whole, arelatively abundant fartr
ronp lensent of a relatively ICATCe fact
comnphom is a physterl
that factors may be independent lydde inri1,
labourers of various ski'. Is miy beaiie
a pp r e c i a b l e  increase  in phy s i c a l  r ap i  ta I . Sur h a orar t i r e  would hr i n>; 
about i nr rease in output ,  arrorapanied, of  t ' ourso , by diminishing;  
marginal  produr r. s . T he ra i L d e t t erns of  :\ir r 〇 r on p 1 c me p. r .1 r i f： i <j s
s i g n i f y  the high f 1 e x i h i 1 i r. y o f  r. ho indus t r i e s  in W o n,； Kon^;.
Fron 1 97 7 to 1981, 500,000 i l l e g a l  inrni^r.mrs cnri*rcd Hon ;^ Kon；.;, 
g r e a t l y  augmenting t he* supply o f  unski 1 led la hou rt> r s . S i m'«- r h<： 
pbys Lra 1 ra pi t：a 1 a nd s k i l l i  -d I.i bovirs i :k' r.„*.i seti . 1 f a s ! ow«* r r.t r >•, t !'.<• 
wage ra tn ot unski I led labours would fa 1 I a ;^r«_*.i  ^ .,!*m 1 i : 
c omp L erne n ta r i t i e s we r e high. Howl-vc r , r lu* va r.i re w-.i s r.i r !>* r »r.i b 1 -j 
in f. hi t p er iod ,  s i are t b.e (、(、om):ny va s a hi-* r.〇 absorb ‘ 1 Li r>;-* nu:nh<_r •. >: 
un sk i l l e d  la boars due t；〇 r. lie low dt*>; roc of  ：\i r f j r .-〇np I ■•ncnf .1 r i r i «*s .
T h i s  ronf  o rms to our 1 i nd 1 n^ ;s in r. his s^uciv .
5.2 Limi ta r ions of  th i s  S ^  ik! y
T ht* assumptions used in r hi s s  ^m! y i nc 1 i k !<- r \:>-:彳川 r 1 ssti：-!；)* : o:\y.
1 L s r. t* d i n So (' r. i 〇 n 3 . 1 .  The  f a c t o r  r〇f:ur：'s . i r<- r. t  1 r'u 1 1 " i*(i h ' . -n 
t a b l e s ,  t lu* re 1 o re , r o n s t .» n t r (.彳 ui.:i r〇 sra 1 -■ is :i s sii•二•■<! . * s huu 1 ! ! . .
n o r o d t l'.i r ronst .1 nr r<*rur n r〇 s>- .1 11* i s a ■ r--.> : ：： '■ 1 •：<!<■.! in : ju ：*
.1 ssunp r. iotis 1 i s r d in S.-r  r i 〇：i 3.1.  i i o v , r  , : 1 <，.)••：：：‘-:._:，、 n ：
p rodar t i on ovo r t i .^〇 a r〇 ；'.c r .1 s bn'.i i:st* •._.，） • a h 1 •• ：, .1 r > - ，！ ';•. i
f o r  the stiuiy of  r w〇 〇qi ： i ： i b r i.i ( 19 ' S n.i : .
0 ：u* o f  r ' i j o r  s ：v>r t ： n ,：s i ，).：、 1 . 1
con s t ra in t  in other s i cs : 、 " I.i r ；. 〇: : * • » : r. i ' i :
In this s t u d y  , d e p r  1 i . n :  or. a ：ui pr): •’ a r- ::..i .t s ; r • : r ;.：.y , ； r .； ：
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capital. Since there are many small firms in hong Kong, part or the
return to profit may be the return to managerial workers.
Furthermore, depreciation may be distorted due to institutional
factors, e.g. tax systems.
In the case of Hong Kong, there are ample reasons to believe that
the scarcity of land is a very important determinant 01 the
production, and hence trade. Since land is an important lactor o!
production in manufacturing industries in general and heavy industries
in particular, it implies that Hong Kong does not have a comparative
advantage in heavy industries. Our multi-factor framework can include
land as well, but we do not have enough data to do so.
In a factor proportions model in winch demand consideration:; are
secondary, the efiects ol quotas on Hong Kong experts operate through
the demand side and this Is not Incorporated In the model Though
these efiects may be signilicant lor bilateral trade patterns and
selected Industries, they cannot reverse the relative compe t i t i ver.es s
oi commodities as determined by comparative advantage, and these
secondary eiiects are beyond the scope of the present study
Furthermore, this study attempts only to explain the commodity
trade. The trade in services, which also accounts lor and affects
com mod. i t v trade, is not studied due to the lack o: rwelant data.
5.3 Prospects of Applying Multi-Factor Framework, in Hong Kong
Since physical capital and skill are neither perrect substitutes
nor perfect complements, a multi-factor framework is required in the
study of trade. The findings of this study confirm both the
factor-content version and commodity version of the H —0 model.
The advantage of adopting t he multi-factor framework is t hi t it
may include many factors. Conceptually, besides capital and labour,
land, natural resources, research and development (R a D) can also be
put into the model. Given enough data, if R D is included, the H-0
theory may incorporate the product-cycle hypothesis since we can
examine t he imp.ict of R D on net exports. T heref ore, t he
multi-factor framework may open a promising new area of research
APPENDIX 1
Occupational classifications in HONG KONG 1981 LAND CENSUS
Ma j o r
Group Group





Scientists, Doctors and Related Technicians
Architects, Engineers and Related Technicians
T eachers
Statisticians, Mathematicians, System Analysts,
Economists, Accountants and Related Technicians
Religious Workers







2 ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGERIAL WORKERS
20
21
Government Administrators and Foreign Diplomats
Managers







Stenographers, Typists, Card- and Tape-punching
Bookkeepers, Cashiers and R.elated Workers
Transport and Communications Workers
Other Clerical Workers
4 SALES WORKERS
40 Managers (Wholesale and Retail Trade), Sales
Supervisors, Technical Salesman, Commercial
Travellers and Buyers
Insurance, Real Estate, Securities and Business
Services Salesmen and Auctioneers




50 Managers and Stewards in Catering and Lodging
Services, Housekeeping and Related Service
Supervisors
Cooks, Waiters, Bartenders, Maids, Building
Caretakers, Cleaners, and Related Workers
Launderers, Dry-cleaners and Pressers
51
52










Agricultural, Animal Husbandry and Forestry
Workers
Fishermen and Related Workers
789 PRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKERS, TRANSPORT





















Production Supervisors and Foremen
Miners, Quarrymen, Well Drillers and Related
Workers
Metal Processors (Except Metal Toolmakers, Sheet-
Metal Workers and Related Workers)
Wood Preparation Workers and Paper Makers
(Except Paper Product Makers)
Chemical Processors and Related Workers
Spinners, Weavers and Related Workers
Tanners, Fellmongers and Pelt Dressers
(Except Leather Product Makers and Related
Workers)
Garment (including Leather Garment and Leather
Gloves) and Textile Article Makers including
Tailors, Dressmakers, Knitters, Sewers and
Related Workers
Shoemakers and Leather Goods Makers
Food and Beverage Processors, Tobacco Preparers
and Tobacco Product Makers
Cabinetmakers and Related Wood Workers (Except
Construction Carpenters, Joiners and Related
Workers)
Stone Cutters and Carvers (Except Quarrymen)
Blacksmiths, Toolmakers, Machine-Tool Operators,
Plumbers, Welders, Sheet-Metal and Structural
Metal Preparers and Fabricators
Mechanical Machinery Fitters and Assemblers and
Precision Instrument Makers
Electrical Fitters and Related Electrical and
Electronic Workers
Broadcasting Station and Sound-Equipment
Operators and Cinema Projectionists
Jewellery and Precious Metal Workers
Glass Formers, Potters and Related Workers
Rubber and Plastic Product Makers












Printers and Related Workers
Painters
Other Production and Related Workers
Bricklayers, Carpenters and Other Construction
Workers
Stationery Engine Operators
Material Handling and Related Equipment Operators3
Dockers and Freight Handlers
Transport Equipment Operators
Labourers Not Elsewhere Classified
NOT APPLICABLE, WORKERS NOT CLASSIFIABLE BY
OCCUPATION AND ARMED FORCES









1 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING
11 Agriculture and Forestry
Farming, principal crop rice
Farming, principal corp vegetables
Farming, principal corp flowers
Farming, principal crop fruits
Farming, principally pig-keepers
Farming, principally chicken-keepers

































Other fishing not elsewhere classified,
e.g. oyster culture, aquarium fish breeding
and other water molluscs raising





Stone quarrying, clay and sand pits
Mining and quarrying not elsewhere
classified, e.g. metal ore mining,




Manufacture of Food, Beverages and Tobacco
Preserving and processing of agriculture
and fisheries products, e.g.
abattoirs sausages animal by-products
fish salting jam preserved ginger
preserved meats and fruits
311
fruit; and vegetable juices
Manufacture of dairy and bakery products, cocoa,
chocolate and sugar confectionery, e.g.
ice-cream pasteurizing and bottling of milk












sugar processing and refineries
food for animals and fowls
bean curd and bean products
313 Manufacture of beverages, e.g.










Weaving of fabrics (including weaving of labels)
Knitting of fabrics
Bleaching, dyeing, printing and finishing
Manufacture of made-up textile goods, except
garment and wearing apparel, e.g.
curtains draperies sheet
bedspreads pillows pillow cases
blankets napkins table cloths
laundry bags slip covers textile bags
canvas products embroideries banners
trimmings of fabrics flags and pennants stitching
gas mantles
pleating and tucking for the trade are also
included
325 Manufacture of carpets, rugs mattings, cordages,
ropes, twines, strings, threads, nets, oil cloth,







Manufacture of Wearing Apparel, Except Footwear





Manufacture of leather garments, fur coats and
fur apparel
Manufacture of garments (except tailoring,









334 Manufacture of other wearing apparel not
elsewhere classified, e.g.
neckwear gloves (except rubber and
plastic gloves)







34 Manufacture of Footwear, Leather, Rubber and
Plastic Products
Manufacture of footwear, leggings, gaiters and
sandals (except moulded rubber or plastic and
wooden footwear)
Manufacture of leather (including tanning and
hide processing) and leather products except




342 Manufacture of rubber product (including
moulded rubber footwear), e.g.




rebuilding and retreading tyres foam rubber
Manufacture of plastic toys and dolls
Manufacture of plastic flowers and foliage












Manufacture of Wood and Wood Products
Manufacture of wood and cork products (including
sawmills, planning and other wood mills), wooden
and cane containers and small cane ware. exceDt
furniture, e.g.
ratten baskets ratten handbags trunks
coffinswooden toys and footwear
picture and mirror frame
351 Manufacture of furniture and fixtures of wood
or other material, except plastic and metal.
The manufacture of upholstered furniture
mattresses, bedsprings, blinds, window and door
screens and shades is also included
36 Manufacture of Paper Products, Printing and
Publishing
360 Manufacture of paper and paper products, e.g.
paper paperboard fibreboard
paper board boxes toilet paper napkins
361
paper bags imprinted cards paper lanterns
drinking straws joss paper wail paper
Printing, publishing and allied industries, e.g.
printing, lithographing, publishing newspaper,
periodicals, books and maps
manufacture of printed cards and envelopes and
stationery, book-binding and related services









Basic Metal Industries, Manufacture of Metal
Products (Except Machinery); Manufacture of
Professional and Scientific and Measuring and
Controlling Equipments
Basic metal industries, e.g.
iron foundries rolling mills brass foundries
brass sheets zinc plates lead smelting
iron and steel bars











Manufacture of metal product (except machinery)
not elsewhere classified, e.g.




















vaccum flasks metal tovs M n ra n s
torch cases metal wrist watch bands
type founding electro-plating welding
blacksmithing aluminium ware
Manufacture of professional and scientific
equipment and photographic and optical goods,e.g.
binoculars cameras lenses
projectors microscopes spectacles and frames
Manufacture of watches (including digital watches)
and clocks, including cases and parts
Machinery Manufacturing
Manufacture of electrical machinery, apparatus,






electric fans and lamps
electric wires







electric bulbs and tubes
381 Manufacture of electronic products and parts, e.g.
transistors radios television sets
electronic components for computers and
communication equipment
electronic toys
electronic calculating and accounting machines
sound reproducing and recording equipment
382 Manufacture and repair of other non-electrical






office machines (except electronic calculating
and accounting machines)







agricultural machinery and equipment
mp tx 1 pnd unnH wnrVi na mprhinerv
383 Aircraft engineering, and ship building and
repairing (including ship-breaking)
384 Motor vehicle breaking and manufacture of
equipment and alteration for power-driven
transport (e.g. trams, motors vehicle except
motor-cycles) including bodies for buses
and trams
385 Manufacture and repair of motor-cycles, bicycles,




Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
















paints and varnishespetroleum refineries
asphalt and fuel briquettes
391
392
Manufacture of herbal medicines















wigs and hair product
umbrellasivory ware
pens
sporting and athletic goods
buttons and studs





Electric light and powTer









510 New construction works- architectural including
construction, alteration, repair and demolition
511
of houses and buildings
New construction works- civil engineering
including construction, alteration and repair of
bridges, tunnels, roads, piers, reservoirs,
sewers, trenches, pipe lines, water wells,
telephone and telegraph lines, land draining
and reclamation, and pile driving
512 Special trade contractor, renovation and
maintenance including plumbing, electrical
wiring, and air-conditioning installation and
repair







Wholesale and Retail Trade
Wholesale trade only
Retail trade only
Import and export trade
Chinese general brokers and other commercial





Fixed and non-fixed food stalls
Restaurants, cafes and other eating and
drinking places

























Transport and Related Services
Air transport
Ocean and water transport (including ferries,
motor boats, passenger sampans and cargo junks,
but not fishing craft)
Railway transport
Mass transit railway
Tramway (including light railway systems, peak
tram and cable cars)
Minibuses and franchised buses
Taxis
Lorries, trucks and freight land transport
Other non-power-driven transport and land
transport not elsewhere classified, e.g.
sightseeing and schooling buses
limousines to airport
rickshaws and bicycles
Supporting services to transport, e.g.
operation of airport
light-houses











weighers and measurers car rental services
Storage and communication
Storage and Warehouses
Communication services by post, telephone,
wire or radio(but not broadcasting or television)
FINANCING, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE AND BUSINESS
SERVICES
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate








Offices of lawyers, accountants, auditors,
advertising agents, data processing services,
and other organizations providing professional
business services (except engineering and
technical services)
Engineering and technical services including





Community and Social Services




Education services (governmental and private)
Medical, dental and other health services
(government)
913 Medical, dental and other health services
(subvented)
914 Medical, dental and other health services
(priva te)
915 Welfare institutions (governmental and private)
religious organizations, and civic and social
and fraternal associations
916 Trade and industrial organizations, chambers
of commerce, trade unions, and other
organizations Droviding trade and labour services
917 Sanitary services such as garbage and sewage
disposal, operation of drainage system, window
and office cleaning, exterminating and fumigating
and disinfecting, white ant eradication
92
920
Recreational Services and Cultural Services
Cinemas (including production and distribution
of motion pictures) and theatres, radio and
television broadcasting, actors, novelists,
and other independent artists


















Personal and Household Services














ReDair services not elsewhere classified, e.g.
repair of footwear watch and clock repairs
repair of apparel and household furnishing












NOT APPLICABLE AND INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY NOT
CLASSIFIED
Not Applicable and Industrial Activity Not
Classified
Not applicable (persons aged under 12 and
persons who are economically inactive)
Persons seeking full-time work for the first
time and unemployed persons with no previous
full-time employment
Persons whose industrial activity cannot be
classified elsewhere
APPENDIX 3





1. Preserved meats vegetables
2. Dairy grain mill products
3. Food products, n.e.s.
4. Spirits wine





























TEXTILES, LEATHER Sc FOOTWEAR
12. Made-up textiles embroidery
13. Textiles, n.e.s.
14. Spinning-cotton
15. Spinning-wool, wilk, flax
















19. Knitting -man made fabrics
gas mantles
20. Knitting-apparels



















27. Pulp, paper paperboard
28. Boxes of paperboard





















35. Rubber tyres tubes
36. Rubber footwear
37. Rubber products, n.e.s.
38. Plastic flowers
39. Plastic toys























42. Structural clay products








BASIC METAL METAL PRODUCTS
44. Iron steel
45. Basic metals, n.e.s.
46. Cutlery general hardware
47. Metal furniture
48. Buffing electro-plating























53. Electrical machinery, n.e.s.
54. Electronic toy




59. Torch bulbs electric bulbs
60. Ships boats















































































































Classification of manufacturing sectors (sectors 1-69) is
industrial classification of 1980 Survey of Industrial Production
of Hons Kone
Classification of the 1980 Survey of Transport Establishments of
Hone Kone
APPENDIX 4.1
OLS estimates for CASE 1
(All manufacturing industries)
































































Note: see note of Table 4.3.1
APPENDIX 4.1a
OLS estimates for CASE la
(All manufacturing industries)
































































Note: see note of Table 4.3.1
APPENDIX 4.2
OLS estimates for CASE 2
(All manufacturing industries)




































































Note: see note of Table 4.3.1
APPENDIX 4.3
OLS estimates for CASE 3
(All manufacturing industries)


























































Note: see note of Table 4.3.1
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